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In The Stinger , the mob, defeated by "the legendary warrior, BallsDeep69," report back to their boss Episode
4 The episode opens with Rosalia trying to convince Silica to let her skin Pina so the former can improve her
Leatherworking skill. Rosalia[ Pet Skinner ]: When Pina gets hit and starts to glow, we get this little gem:
When Kirito saves Silica from the gorillas, we see him from her point of view: Before reality sets in. Are you
unharmed, my lady? I liked the purple ones. Yeah, I know, "And the blue ones were too tart! Kid, no language
on Earth has a word for how little I care. A quantum supercomputer calculating for a thousand years could not
even approach the number of fucks I do not give. Kirito has no intention of helping Silica revive Pina himself,
until they bump into Rosalia. Oh, Kirito, is it? Are you her new teammate? Shortly after they arrive at the Hill
of Memories And Silica immediately gets grabbed by a big mutant plant monster. You already have
everything you need to beat it. I can take care of myself! After acquiring a flower, Silica believes that they
have what they need to resurrect Pina, but Kirito explains that there is more to the quest line than that: Wait,
what do you mean? Who designs a game that way?! Rosalia tries to ambush Kirito and Silica by hiding behind
a tree. Unfortunately for her, her player name pokes out at both sides of the tree: Do mine eyes deceive me?
We must spirit away before itâ€” music cuts out Oh, my god! Would you just come out already? You can
frighten players who think slimes are terrifying. Have you seen their eyes?! They have no souls! Rosalia
attempts a Breaking Speech of Kirito. But for the most part it falls rather flat as Kirito is largely unable to feel
any real shame. Ah, so quick with the snark. A witty retort to distract anyone from what you really are. A sad,
lonely little boy, with no one who loves him. Kirito would never do something so horrible! Or the sweet taste
of revenge! We should go on more adventures. Make me feel feelings so you can cut me down a peg? That
cuts deep, kid Episode 5 During the opening, Kirito is the one to object to using NPCs as bait during the battle
against Sheeptar , until Some of my best friends have been NPCs. That makes way too much sense This is
super uncomfortable. Everyone in the party is quietly freaked out during all this Not, like, a fluffy
Xenomorph? Apparently not that stupid if it managed to kill seven of you. Kirito and Asuna spend nearly the
entire episode bickering , especially after she learns Kirito missed the boss fight because he was
"power-leveling my Alchemy by eating some weird plants. Asuna, Asuna, Asuna, look, okay, I get it. You had
a really bad day. And really, whose fault is that? There are no stars! Only one way to find out Tell me what
you did, right now, and you may live! I drew cat whiskers on your face! I thought it would be funny and it
was! Are you really going to complain about a free meal? Or, at least, a very wealthy janitor. This coming
from the guy who eats random plants from off the ground? Who is dumber, me or the one who takes a nap
next to some crazed drug fiend? Need I remind you that you were that drug fiend? Are you kidding me!?
Kirito reacts to seeing a man hanging When you pop, could you try to send some candy over this way? When
the man apparently dies from his injury: It must have been an event or a prank, someone messing with an
NPC. Wow, how noble of you. Yeah, whateverâ€” wait, "pretend"? The mere fact that Agil well, Tiffany is
now voiced by Octopimp Why would you bring her here? I thought we were friends! Followed by this
exchange, after explaining the situation: Think ya can scope da deets on dis gat for us, homie? Anything for a
friend. Okay, now you see that? Kirito decides to test out Guilty Thorn to see how dangerous it is. What the
hell are you doing?! Here, T-Fizzle, you take it.
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